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Just over two years since Typhoon Morakot tore throug

destruction  resulting  in  643 deaths  and  forcing  thou

waters, the ROC government is close to wrapping up re

Getting the lives of those affected by the disaster bac

needs of  no two communities  were alike and,  despi

assist,  some  requirements  could  not  be  met  overnig

opinions and conducting comprehensive impact assessments, housing and infrastructure

of areas in a timely fashion.

The latest report issued by the Executive Yuan’s Morakot Post-Disaster Reconstruction Cou

efforts to date. Of the 6,419 projects involving homes, schools,  roads and bridges, 95 

noteworthy achievement comes at the cost of NT$138.5 billion (US$4.78 billion).

In addition, the plan to build permanent housing for those who lost their homes during the 

2,946 of 3,309 structures finished, accommodating over 11,000 people. Of course, the gov

quarters in tackling this enormous challenge. Religious groups, charities and the private se

helping keep progress ticking along at top speed.

But not everyone is satisfied with the government’s handling of reconstruction efforts. So

Kaohsiung and Pingtung are unhappy with the pace of road building and expressed their 

outside the Executive Yuan Building in Taipei.

The protesters  claim their  communities are being  forced  to use temporary  roads and  

impacting the education, health and livelihood of people living in these affected areas. Wh

that building roads properly in mountainous areas, let alone ones affected by typhoons, is 

times.

This issue will be addressed in the final stage of reconstruction efforts, with no effort being

infrastructure is returned to pre-Morakot levels, or better. Those unhappy with current state

government is deeply committed to fulfilling its mission and safeguarding the lives and prop

Disasters  are  times  of  great  uncertainty  but  one surety  to  emerge from the aftermath

coordinated  ROC government  and  private  sector  assistance  flowing  toward  those  affe

foundations for a strong rebound and a prosperous future.
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